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Midwestern Industries
MIdWESTErN INduSTrIES has been a leader in 
the screening industry for over 60 years. With a strong 
commitment to quality and service, as well as a staff of 
dedicated, knowledgeable employees, Midwestern Industries 
continues to forge ahead with innovative screening solutions. 
Midwestern manufactures screening 
and sizing equipment, circular and 
rectangular vibrating machines, 
as well as replacement screens and 
parts. We believe in providing all of 
your screening needs.
 Through the years, Midwestern 
Industries has become known in the 
screening industry as “The Sizing 
People.®” As a result of working with hundreds of processing 
industries, we have become proficient in developing 
equipment and products for handling coarse, fine, wet and 
dry materials.
 As technology advances, Midwestern Industries 
continues to invest in the future. With product enhancement 
and equipment upgrades, our goal is to meet or exceed all of 
our customers’ expectations.
`Midwestern Industries has a long-standing tradition of 
servicing the screening industry through innovative and 
customized screening solutions. Evaluating our customers’ 
needs then applying the appropriate application has been 
the recipe for success since founder (the late) Vern Riesbeck 
started the company in 1953 in Massillon, Ohio.
 Mr. Riesbeck, an electrician, formed the company by 
supplying the aggregate industry 
with one product–screen-heating 
transformers—an electrical transformer 
to apply a low-voltage current to 
screens to reduce blinding from damp 
materials. Midwestern Industries 
continues to solve blinding by screen 
heating as well as developing many 
other innovations widely used in a variety of screening 
applications. 
 Following his passing in 1995, Mr. Riesbeck’s corporate 
succession plan allowed Midwestern Industries to continue 
as 100 percent employee owned. With a strong commitment 
of quality and service, as well as a staff of dedicated, 
knowledgeable employees, Midwestern Industries will 
continue to fulfill Mr. Riesbeck’s dream of being a leader in 
the screening industry.

 Midwestern operates two manufacturing facilities in 
the United States. Midwestern Industries headquarters 
was built in Massillon, Ohio in 1969 to accommodate our 
growing company and to secure a successful future in the 
screening industry. In order to better serve our customers in 
the southern regions, Midwestern opened a second facility 
in Macon, Georgia in 1972 and later moved to our current 
facility in 1988.
 Midwestern offers round 
Gyra-Vib® separators for sizing or 
re-claiming shot/grit or any type 
of media used in blast finishing 
and the shot peening industry. We 
offer round separators from 24" 
diameter to 60" diameter. We also 
offer replacement screens and parts 
for these units in all mesh sizes. Our 
separators have been used in this industry for over 40 years. 
Many of the OEM system manufacturers use our separators 
and have done so for many years. Reliability, competitive 
pricing, and service beyond start-up are our strong points. 
We look forward to serving this industry for many more years 
to come. 
 Midwestern Industries has one of the most advanced 
testing facilities in the screening industry. We have dedicated 
over 10,000 square feet at our headquarters in Massillon, Ohio 
to help our customers gain valuable insight into their screening 
process. The facility can be used for new applications as well 
as improving existing ones. Midwestern believes this is the 
best tool for our customers to make informed decisions about 
their screening process. 
 Midwestern offers 24-hour emergency shipping on 
replacement screens and parts for most makes and models. 
Contact us today for a quote or to have a FREE full-scale test 
run on your material by calling toll free at 877-4-SIZING 
(877-474-9464).

The Test Lab at Midwestern Industries
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